EDGEC ARCHITECTURE SURFACE
LUMP gallery/projects
Raleigh, NC

TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE ORNAMENT
Syracuse University - School of Architecture
Syracuse, NY

ALICE WALL
INPUT_OUTPUT - Temple University
Philadelphia, PA

TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE ORNAMENT
Urban Center Galleries
New York, NY
[LECTURES / PANELS]

MATERIAL DIVULGENCE
Design Week - American University of Sharjah
United Arab Emirates

EXPRESSIVE TECTONICS / SUPPRESSIVE TECTONICS w/ Professor John Folan
Build Boston

MATERIAL FABRICATIONS
INPUT_OUTPUT - Temple University
Philadelphia, PA

RAPID PROTOTYPING IN ARCHITECTURE
Panel Discussion
Materialize Innovation Forum
Leuven, Belgium

MATERIAL RESISTANCE
Introduction to Architecture - Colgate University
Hamilton, NY

ORNAMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
Course guest speaker - Yale University
New Haven, CT

LOOKING FORWARD: THE FUTURE OF ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE - PANEL
Build Pittsburgh

DIGITAL MATERIAL
Clemson University
Clemson, SC